
MEDITATION:
In the first class, instructions were given on meditation to wake up from the 
seemingly separate self.

 This was a stretch lane in the highway analogy of practice. It may not have 
been useful to everyone in their current practice, but good to know it’s 
there.

 This week, we returned back to a more traditional insight lane of practice. 
 A quick review:

first lane: Focusing meditation on the breath. This to steady the mind in 
the moment and gives a refuge from the constant spinning of the mind. 
This is a form of concentration practice, which produces quiet and 
tranquility.

next lane over: Beginning insight practice. The important difference 
here is that instead of focusing, insight practice is an opening up, of 
allowing more and more to come into the field of awareness.

Beginning insight instructions typically use the breath as an anchor, a place 
to come back to the present moment after an arising object has dissolved, 
changed, or when you find you’ve wandered off.  

Beginning instructions may include the process of noting ( “thinking, 
thinking”, or ”itching, itching”), which helps slow down the inner mind 
process to a manageable level.  

As your practice develops, you may find noting can get in the way, your 
attention naturally focusing and bringing awareness to each object. When 
this happens, let the noting process go.  

You may also find your need to come back to the breath after each object 
lessens. It feels natural to move from one object to another as each object 
arises and dissolves.  This very naturally leads you to: 

next lane: Choiceless awareness practice. No preferred object or 
anchor, simply opening to one object after another. If inner commentary, 
judgment, or preference comes up ( i.e. perceptive filters get entangled with 



what has arisen), this is  seen as a new object that has arisen. In this way, 
choiceless awareness practice deepens in that there its less and less 
“caught-ness” in objects as they arise.   

You may find more spaciousness appearing, and rest in the spaciousness 
between and containing objects. The observer, or witness, begins to fade 
and become more transparent. In time, the observer is seen as just another 
object that has arisen, which leads to the awareness instructions given last 
week. 

 This map helps knowing where you are and where to go when your current 
practice seems stagnant and the question comes up “is there anything 
else?”.  

The task of the mind is to relax and surrender, the analogy of seeing the 
landscape outside of the train window passing by, or being at a crime 
scene and observing while not touching anything. 

We did a guided meditation in class following the choiceness awareness 
instructions. 

LOOKING AT STORIES 

Last semester we talked about how we live out of the perceptional 
constructs we build as the foundation of the small sense of separate self, 
which is the source of our suffering. 

If we want to move to the ground beyond suffering, we can’t do it by trying 
to ‘let go of’, or ‘I will not do this’ , or ‘I just will stop being this way’. 
That’s just another form of the small self trying to transcend or control itself 
to get to a more spiritually idealized place. 

What we CAN do is see it in action, to look deeply and see it in the moment 
to moment process of our lives. How do these filters create and maintain 
the illusion of “me”? 

As we see it clearly and with right view, it begins to deconstruct itself all on 
its own. The personality begins to thin and become transparent in spots. 
Something else begins to gain ground as the center of being. 



What keeps it locked in place is our belief in it, our sense that it is ‘real’. 
 When we can see it for what it is, a sort of a vaudeville show keeping an 
illusion seemingly alive, this something else begins to emerge. 

So where to start? 

 Luckily, it’s not hard to find or see this process in action, It’s right here at 
hand, in fact it drives us to distraction every day. It is the voice in your 
head. 

 Ever notice you have voice in your head?  It may be obsessive, 
judgmental, opinionated, and self justifying in turns. It is literally, the voice 
of the psyche. 

 It is helpful to describe precisely what this is in terms of modern 
psychology. There are three energies of the personality, psyche, or ego 
identified mind. 

ID:  
this is the ‘me first’ part that looks out for the safety and comfort of the body 
and psychological needs.  

 SUPER EGO: 
 this is the conditioning that is taught to also pay attention to the needs of 
those around you. It has been taught from an early age that we need to 
share, to be nice to others, to compromise our needs for group needs. This 
is often experienced as the internalized voice of our parents and teachers. 

Neither of these forces are our enemies, Both have high survival value, and 
we could not live without both of them in place. We need to take care of our 
selves, and also to have the connection and support of our tribe around us. 

EGO: This is the force that balances between the first two. 

 Ego has the very difficult job of mediating between the id and superego, 
which is why it can entertain both sides to an argument. The ego is also not 
our enemy, and we do not need to destroy or get rid of it.  



Our work is more to understand that we bring much more to the table than 
these forces, and while they are helpful, we do not have to live from their 
dictates. You might look at them as a small child who has been given an 
impossible task, such as given a broom and asked to sweep back the 
incoming tide of the sea. The child is working as hard as it can with the 
limited tools it has. It deserves our compassion and kindness. So with the 
forces of the psyche. 

With this understanding of what drives the inner voice in our head, we did 
the following exercise of verbalizing what that inner conversation had been 
over the day. As we did, we could see some off it seems like boring, 
meaningless chatter, some of it is obsessive (trying to justify, judge, or 
defend something in our lives). But it is very familiar. 

Let’s introduce a code word for this inner verbal experience: stories. 

HOMEWORK 

 We'll start by looking at our internal stories, what our attachments to them 
are and how they reify an identity for the small self to rest upon.  

STORIES: 
 - are out of the moment 
 - come from old mind conditioning 
 - fix us in a idea of ‘who’ we are, what’ “reality” is 

  What makes them arise? How do they keep us in the small sense of 
self? How do they remove us from the present? 

  Everyone is class was given a small notebook. Keep the notebook 
close to you during the day; in your back pocket, in your purse. When you 
notice a story has arisen, jot it down in the notebook. No need to go into a 
long theme, just write down enough that you’ll be able to recall it later. Don’t 
judge and pick them, thinking some are better than others, just write down 
everything you can. 

  Here are a few of my own examples: 
- have an imaginary conversation with Jan about why I am not a vegan, 

and that I don’t want to get into an argument with her about it.  



- react to a phone message about correcting my “google business listing”, 
about the third such message. Inner voice: would you PLEASE stop 
calling me, I don’t give a fig about my “google business listing” ! 

- Inner conversation with KZ about how she lives beyond her means and 
to stop complaining to me about her financial problems. 

- someone shows up unexpectedly at my front door, apparently we had 
scheduled a meeting. Good lord! How could I have forgotten? Am I a 
terrible person? No, wait, she was supposed to send me an email 
reminding me, and did not… 

- listen to news. inner voice: my god, it’s humiliating to be an American. 

 Come to class next time prepared to share from your notebook. 

  


